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Executive summary

WHILE THE Jackson reforms remain controversial, for those working in the personal injury sector there is little question that the impact on how they practise has been enormous. With referral fees banned, success fees capped, damages falling, and insurance premiums rising, for many firms, personal injury work is far less profitable now than it used to be. For firms that stick to ‘business as usual’, post-Jackson, it seems likely that their days will be numbered. For those that embrace the new environment by becoming more efficient, improving their budgeting and project management skills, and above all by focusing on the person at the heart of every personal injury claim, there are significant opportunities to grow and prosper. This expert guide is designed to help firms to recognise and grasp those opportunities.

The most obvious impact of the Jackson reforms on the personal injury (PI) sector has been the rapid consolidation of the market. Many firms and claims management companies (CMCs) have gone out of business; those that have survived have largely done so by scaling up (through mergers and acquisitions), specialising (abandoning less-profitable areas of personal injury), or by quitting the sector altogether. The more insidious outcome of the reforms on the PI sector, arguably, has been the loss of access to justice for thousands of injured people.

This report begins, accordingly, with an overview of the current issues and legislation affecting injured people seeking justice in England and Wales. The president of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL), John Spencer, gives an overview of the various bills and other legislation currently affecting personal injury practice, he details the work of APIL in protecting the rights of the injured, and he issues a call to arms for PI solicitors, the government, and society to respond.

Following on from this, with eighteen months gone and eighteen to go until the government’s promised review of the LASPO reforms, a second contributor presents a ‘half-term report’ on the reforms’ impact. With reference to recent
case law and hard statistics, he considers key issues such as sanctions, fixed costs, and fraud, as well as the effect of LASPO upon lawyers, litigants, and the court, and on various types of claim.

Another contributor focuses more specifically on client care in light of the sector-wide changes that have taken place since legal aid for personal injury claims was effectively scrapped in 1999, the current state of the industry, post-Jackson, and the challenges to client care that the new environment presents. Given that these changes are now largely accepted as ‘here to stay’, the author outlines best practice for client care in the new environment, which will also help firms to comply with the SRA’s outcomes-focused regulation, and protect against fraudulent claims.

Also focusing on the ‘golden rule’ of personal injury work – that is putting the client centre stage – another contributor describes his own PI department’s approach to surviving in the post-Jackson landscape. The author shows how a client-centric approach, along with the right technological infrastructure, can help firms to improve efficiency, add value, ensure compliance, and ultimately bring in new and repeat business and referrals. A winning mix.

As the above example illustrates, personal injury does not have to be unprofitable – but in the current environment it has never been more important for firms to select cases carefully, cost them correctly, and project manage them efficiently. One contributor considers how firms can actively manage their risk from initial assessment through to closing, and how they can use case profiling to monitor the performance of their business as a whole. By taking on cases that have a good chance of succeeding, quickly and compliantly closing those that do not, and freeing up value locked in work in progress (WIP), firms can ensure they keep a tight handle on their finances.

In his interim report in 1995, Lord Woolf identified the expense of litigation as ‘one of the most fundamental problems confronting the civil justice system’.¹ In the intervening years, and despite the case management provisions of the Civil Procedure Rules (CRP), judges have continued to complain about the ‘disproportionate’ level of costs relative to the value of the matters in dispute. Since the Jackson reforms, most firms are now becoming familiar with costs management orders and mandatory budgeting and, if they are not already used to working efficiently and sticking to budgets, they will have to learn to do so in short order. One article in this report tackles this thorny area, outlining how to create a budget, and the perils of over- or underestimating costs in light of the new, stricter line courts are taking.
The question of cost is also one of several factors affecting the vital work of expert witnesses. Solicitors must now specify in advance the points they want an expert to address, and how much it will cost to obtain the evidence. In an in-depth article on working with experts, one contributor discusses the ‘subtle shifts in behaviour’ made necessary by the amendments to the CPR as an (often-overlooked) part of the Jackson reforms, and how the new guidance from the Civil Justice Council (CJC), introduced in October 2014, is likely to increase their impact.

With courts now taking an increasingly uncompromising approach to compliance with deadlines, limitations are yet another area coming under increasing scrutiny for PI solicitors. Miscalculations, filing claims late, or filing incomplete claims could result in serious consequences for both the firm and the client. Requests for extensions caused by inefficiencies are unlikely to be met with sympathy by the court. Two articles in this report tackle this tricky area. One contributor analyses rulings in recent limitations cases, while a second article focuses on the on ten prevailing ‘myths’ about limitations which often trip solicitors up.

Finally, the case study which concludes this report provides an example of a firm that is thriving in the new world of personal injury practice. The case study from Asons Solicitors describes the steps that the firm has taken to maintain its client focus as it has grown to international level, from the introduction of key performance indicators (KPIs) to the strategic use of technology to meet the needs of the ‘modern’ customer, and the careful staffing of claims to reduce overall costs without loss of service quality to the client.

At the heart of personal injury (PI) work is the ‘person’: the clue is in the name. And yet, in recent years, as a result of falling profitability in the sector as a whole, PI work has been getting less personal. With a smaller number of firms dealing with an increasingly large volume of work, the danger is that firms lose sight of their client care practices, overlook relevant details, or fail to comply with the rules, practice directions, and court orders. While new technologies, increased standardisation, and the use of non-lawyer staff all play their part in improving efficiency and driving profitability in a post-Jackson landscape, above all, these innovations should be geared toward improving the client experience. Those firms that succeed in becoming more efficient and in growing business, while keeping the client firmly in view, will be those that will outperform the competition in the long term.
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